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Events

Tarot Shadows
Facilitated by Kathy Eckert, MSW
Wednesdays, 7 pm to 9 pm, $7
After returning from our retreat last weekend, will now focus on transforming
negative shadow cards into the mirror-image of that outward appearance - the
tremendous healing energy available from facing and working with the shadows. As
always, the approach is mainly intuitive and deeply individual, so no one coming for
the first time would find that they are at a disadvantage.
The fee is still $7.00 per class, with 50% going to the library.
Email Kathy at Kathy@SeattleMetaphysicalLibrary.org if you want more information.

History Redux
Revisionist History Study Group
Monday, June 1 7 – 8:30 pm
Free for members, $5 for non-members.
This month's book is Atlantis: Alien Visitation and Genetic Manipulation, by Michael Tsarion,
an ecclectic researcher who has taken the study of the origins of the human race back to
the time when off-worlders landed on Earth and started manipulating DNA to create a slave
race.
Referencing Biblical texts, ancient texts from around the world, and indigenous oral
traditions, he recounts the story of rebellion, the creation of Atlantis and Lemuria, the
struggle between the Serpent Masters and their created slave-race, resulting in a nuclear
war that destroyed the technology of the Serpent Masters and almost destroyed Earth.

New Books
We’ve received many new books recently, here are a few

Offering to Isis: Knowing the Goddess Through Her Sacred Symbols
By M Isadora Forrest
M. Isidora Forrest, an ordained priestess of the Fellowship of Isis, guides magical
practitioners down a modern, devotional path to this popular Egyptian goddess. She
discusses the theory and practice of ancient offering rites and shows how they can be
applied today for spiritual growth and sacred magic. Readers can choose from over
seventy scripted offerings to Isis-from "Acacia" to "Words of Power." Also included are
the sacred hieroglyphs associated with Isis and how these powerful, magical symbols
can aid in forging a strong connection with the goddess.

Ogdoadic Magick
Norman R. Kraft
A credible and meaningful text for the initiate. Aurum Solis includes a clear definition of
magic for readers who want to undertake a reliable study of magic, drawing on multiple
sources. Ogdoadic magic employs the eightfold star as its symbol ofthe earnest search for
union with the divine. By examining the history of Western civilization to illustrate the
esoteric significance of the number eight in Western spiritual traditions, Kraft establishes
the Order Aurum Solis in a 20th Century context.
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The Golden Thread: The Ageless Wisdom of the Western Mystery Traditions
Joscelyn Godwin
The Golden Thread traces the interconnectedness of esoteric wisdom in the Western
world, from classical antiquity to contemporary Europe and America. Joscelyn Godwin
inspires us to action in our everyday spiritual practice. Each chapter references some
aspect of contemporary life. Elegantly written with irony and humor, readers will
appreciate the non-threatening tone of Godwin's writing, non-preachy, and informative
on an often baffling field. Educated readers who are curious about the esoteric and
mystery traditions and interested in finding surprising, new approaches to subjects that
veer away from the trends of current thought will be particularly drawn to this book.

Jesus and Moses Were Invented
Christopher M. Drew
Christopher Drew examines the dates of composition of the books of the New and Old
Testaments, and the books of the Gnostic "library" found at Nag Hammadi.
The chapters are: (1) The arguments and the Bible Gospels; (2) The Hebrew Bible books;
(3) The paragraph on Jesus in Josephus' "Antiquities of the Jews"; (4) Reasons for dating
the Revelation to John to 41 CE; (5) The Jewish Life of Christ; (6) Comments on the Nag
Hammadi Library; (7) The Nag Hammadi Library (condensed); (8) The inventors of the
biblical Jesus Christ; (9) The Hebrew Bible books: Some of the authors, editors, and
events that influence them.

Member Links
One of the perks of membership is an announcement in this newsletter, and a listing on our Links page
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Community Events
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The Electric Universe Conference
Join us at EU2015 for a four-day exploration of interdisciplinary science, an
event designed to break the bounds of conventionality. Discover the
universal role of the electric force, from microcosm to macrocosm, where
virtually every new surprise points us in the same direction. And find your
own connections within a movement that will shape the future of science.

You are invited to join Michael Cremo on the Spirit of Alaska Holistic Cruise and Seminar-at-Sea from June 12 to
19, 2015 on the incredible Royal Caribbean Jewel of the Seas, sailing from Seattle, WA to the stunning glaciers of
Alaska.
The Spirit of Alaska Cruise and Seminar-at-Sea commences on a luxury cruise ship during our seven-day cruise, in
conference rooms on the ship, and during our port calls in Alaska.
- Join us on an incredible cruise and seminar-at-sea as we sail from Seattle to the awe-inspiring glaciers and ports
of Alaska.
- Be a part of a spiritual conference at sea, with speakers, readers, healers, and exhibitors.
- Experience the indigenous Alaskan culture and discover the tradition of Shamanism in Alaska and worldwide.
- Enjoy 7 days of bliss, as we sail into higher consciousness and spiritual awakening.
- Practice yoga, enjoy healthy food, and participate in awesome spiritual workshops and activities.
- View the crisp, starlit Alaskan sky with a nightly UFO Starwatch.
- Make new friends, gain greater wisdom, and create memories that will last a lifetime.
Participants, please list Michael Cremo as your referral when you register!
http://www.spiritualcruise.com
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